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XHTML EssentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With Web access becoming available through TV, handheld devices, and even phones, developers need to create sites that can be viewed from different environments, not just from the desktop. Introducing XHTML, the next generation HTML, this practical guide jumpstarts Web developers on the technology that ensures that their Web pages stay true-to-form...
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Excel for the Math Classroom (Excel for Professionals series)Holy Macro! Books, 2007
This book was born out of a desire to help teachers teach their students math by being engaged in its study, and by showing teachers how they can custombuild visual examples of some of the concepts they are trying to get across to their students. Microsoft Excel is an extremely powerful spreadsheet with literally hundreds of built-in mathematical,...
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Collaborative Geographic Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Many advances in the integration of group spatial modeling, geographic information systems (GIS), and the Internet have occurred in recent years; however, there is a lack of materials to highlight the transdisciplinary characteristics and impacts of this convergence while providing a uniform and consistent treatment of this expanding field of...
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Enterprise RailsO'Reilly, 2008
Enterprise Rails is indispensable for anyone planning to build enterprise web services. It's one thing to get your service off the ground with a framework like Rails, but quite another to construct a system that will hold up at enterprise scale. The secret is to make good architectural choices from the beginning. Chak shows you how to make those...
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PHP Team DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Given the nature of the business environment today, organizations that want to build value-added enterprise PHP applications need a team of PHP people rather than an individual. You've got a team! What next? Customizing such applications to meet with organizational objectives and maintaining these applications over time can be quite a tedious task...
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IronRuby UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010
Ruby has built an enormous following of developers attracted by its intuitiveness, flexibility, and simplicity. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s .NET has grown and matured into a platform of unparalleled power. IronRuby brings them together, enabling developers to write elegant, efficient Ruby code that seamlessly...
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Introducing HTML5 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Suddenly, everyone’s talking about HTML5, and ready or not, you need to get acquainted with this powerful new development in web and application design. Some of its new features are already being implemented by existing browsers, and much more is around the corner.

	 

	Written by developers who have been using the new...
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Drupal Intranets with Open AtriumPackt Publishing, 2011

	In today's global society, online collaboration has gained tremendous importance as businesses look for ways to share ideas and collaborate easily. Open Atrium is a powerful and flexible Drupal installation that provides intranet solutions to businesses and organizations for sharing ideas. It is used to create intranets where co-workers...
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Professional Web Video: Plan, Produce, Distribute, Promote, and Monetize Quality VideoFocal Press, 2010

	This book is written for those who need to create professionalquality
	web video or podcasts. We set out to write a book that
	would offer expert-level advice on all aspects of web video. We
	realize most of you reading this will have diverse backgrounds, so
	we will attempt to deliver information at two levels.


	The body of the...
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The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software, & Networking: An Information Technology ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The modern world offers lots of readily available online resources for learning. Wikipedia,
	Google, news sources, millions of Web sites and blogs, even YouTube, offer access to
	information in nearly any subject that triggers your curiosity and interest. Nonetheless, I
	continue to believe that for deep understanding of something, nothing...
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Beginning Android 4 (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV. Soon, Android will be in cars, in in-flight entertainment systems on planes, and even in


	robots!




	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no

	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android...
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Adobe After Effects CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® After Effects® CS6 provides a comprehensive set of 2D and 3D tools

	for compositing, animation, and effects that motion-graphics professionals,

	visual effects artists, web designers, and film and video professionals need.

	After Effects is widely used for digital post-production of film, video, DVD,

	and web...
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